Introducing, Nu-Vision All Glass Doors

New! PRL Panic Hardware

Fastest turnaround

with the fastest leadtimes* in the industry, guaranteed!

14760 Don Julian Rd. Industry, CA 91746
Panic Devices/Egress controls

Revolutionary & adaptable Panic Hardware that changes traditional ageless design

Features,
- Standard & Custom Configurations/Exterior Handles
- Dummy Handles & Deadbolt
- Secure Cylinder/Key Housing
- All Glass, Full Rail & Custom Mounting
- Door stop/Strike bracket
- Custom Finishes Available*
- Electric Strike Controls

Easier Maintenance
- PRL Panic bar protective coating*

*consult PRL for details
PRL manufactures PL-100 series panic device. This panic is a contemporary design offered primarily for all glass door entrance systems. The slim 1 1/4" dia. interior bar conceals the latching mechanism allowing minimal uninterrupted view on 1/2" or 3/4" glass. With the American Disabilities Act (A.D.A.) code this makes the PL-100 the right choice for installers. PRL panics have been tested in accordance to the American National Standard for exit devices, ANSI/BHMA A 156.3-2008, Grade 1 certified and UL 305, standard safety for panic devices.

PL-100 devices can also be dogged by sliding a pin located below the cylinder housing which allows the panic to remain in an open position giving free access during business hours. An electric strike can also be utilized with this device to work in conjunction with a remote keyless application.

Available finishes:
- Polished or Satin Stainless Steel
- Polished or Satin Brass
- Oil rubbed bronze
- Powder Coat Paint

Panics can be manufactured to be installed on wood and aluminum doors, please consult factory.
PD Exterior Handles

PRL Panic Devices exterior handles are available in all industry standard styles from A to Y. Most popular styles are shown, to view our full line visit prlglass.com

- PRL Advantage,
  We go beyond by offering custom exterior pulls that significantly increases design adaptability with an unlimited range of combinations.
  Available metal finishes are stainless steel (satin or polished) and custom finishes upon request. Consult us for details.
Panic Device Configuration/Specifications

PRL manufactures two types of panic devices PL-100 for top latch and PL-110 for floor latch application.

- Exterior handles
  Std Styles/Custom

- Lock Options
  Cylinder/Lock housing, mechanical/electric strikes

- Mount type hardware
  Glass/Metal

- Door applications
  All glass, Full frame Glass, Storefront aluminum & wood

PL-100A SERIES PANIC HANDLE
GLASS MOUNT SHOWN

SPECIFICATIONS
PL-100-A

RECOMMENDED DOOR SIZES:

GLASS THICKNESS: 1/2" 3/4"
OPENINGS
EXTERIOR 96" 102"
INTERIOR 102" 108"

SPECIFICATIONS:
TUBING: 1 1/4" ROUND TUBING
MOUNT (THICKNESS)
GLASS 1/2" OR 3/4"
RAIL/METAL 1 3/4"

FINISHES:
STAINLESS STEEL #4 SATIN
#8 POLISHED
BRASS SATIN POLISHED
OTHERS UPON REQUEST

*State/local building codes may require top latch for A.D.A. compliance.

**Thresholds are recommended at floor strike applications, floor mounted strikes can be a tripping hazard.
**PRL Panic Devices** minimal tubular housing accommodate over 100 precision manufactured components engineered, and mechanically synchronized for a safe panic function.

Various modular Fittings are offered as separate options to make panic applications versatile. Range from mechanical strikes to remotely operated access/egress electric controls.

Custom modifications available upon request*  
*Some limitations may apply

State/local building codes may require doors bottom full rail.
Custom TVS Header

Panic hardware combined with PRL total Vision System Euro custom fittings engineered to offer a minimal metal support for door, stabilizer glass fins and Panic hardware/latch strike bracket housing in a single modular unit.

Technical Sales/Support

PRL offers Panic Hardware technical support to complement the product line.

Backed with the best workmanship and Panic hardware material quality as in any of PRL complete tempered glass entrance Systems

PRL technical assistance will save you time and effort coordinating the concept, design, material selection and evaluation of technical considerations necessary to manufacture functional complete systems with all related mechanical devices and ensure full compliance to specifications.

PRL can offer drawing details and specifications on entrance systems and related components for your use.

Please contact us for details.
PRL Panic Hardware
ON Custom
FULL FRAME DOORS
built in DETAIL with
UNRIVALED
CRAFTSMANSHIP & THE FASTEST LEADTIME

FF Doors are available with Narrow standard stiles & custom designs,
• Ultra Narrow
• Custom

FULL FRAME DOORS
1 5/16" WS450 STILES & PANIC DEVICE

PRL ALUMINUM
ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS
A Division of PRL Glass Systems

Call us,
(877) 775 2586
fx (877) 274 8800

251 MASON WAY
CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA. 91746